Safety of protease inhibitors in HIV-infected pregnant women
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Abstract: The dire conditions of the human immunodeficiency virus/acquired immune deficiency syndrome epidemic and the immense benefits of antiretroviral prophylaxis in prevention of mother-to-child transmission far outweigh the potential for adverse effects and undeniably justify the rapid and widespread use of this therapy, despite incomplete safety data. Highly active antiretroviral therapy has now become standard care, and more than half the validated regimens include protease inhibitors. This paper reviews current knowledge of the safety of these drugs during pregnancy, in terms of maternal and fetal outcomes. Transfer of protease inhibitors across the placenta is known to be minimal, and current data about birth defects and fetal malignancies are reassuring. Maternal liver function and glucose metabolism should be monitored in women treated with protease inhibitor-based regimens, but concerns about the development of maternal resistance, should treatment be discontinued, have been shown to be groundless. Neonates should be screened for hematologic abnormalities, although these are rarely severe or permanent and are not usually related to the protease inhibitor component of the antiretroviral combination. Current findings concerning pre-eclampsia and growth restriction are discordant, and further research is needed to address the question of placental vascular complications. The increased risk of preterm birth attributed to protease inhibitors should be interpreted with caution considering the discrepant results and the multitude of confounding factors often overlooked. Although data are thus far reassuring, further research is needed to shed light on unresolved controversies about the safety of protease inhibitors during pregnancy.
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Introduction

Protease inhibitors (PIs) are substrate analogs for the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) aspartyl protease enzyme, which is involved in processing viral proteins by cleaving protein molecules into smaller fragments and thus releasing mature viral particles from infected cells. Once bound to their active site, they block the enzyme from further activity, inhibit the viral maturation process, and block formation of functional virions.

PIs were the second class of antiretroviral drugs developed, and saquinavir (Roche, Basel, Switzerland) was the first PI approved by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in 1995. Since then, PI-based highly active antiretroviral therapy (HAART) regimens have overtaken other HAART combinations, especially in the last decade.

Tremendous progress has been achieved since the ACTG 076 trial1 and introduction of antiretroviral therapy to prevent mother-to-child transmission of HIV. The estimated annual number of newborns with HIV worldwide has dropped dramatically,
falling to 330,000 in 2011,2 and most of these infections occur in resource-poor countries. In developed countries where the use of HAART became widespread in the late 1990s, the transmission rate has decreased to around 1% in recent years.3,4

With the availability of antiretroviral drugs increasing globally, the World Health Organization has expanded its recommendations for their use. These new guidelines will drive rapid growth of antiretroviral use in resource-poor countries. Although the immense benefits of antiretroviral prophylaxis in prevention of mother-to-child transmission and the dire conditions of the HIV/acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS) epidemic far outweigh the potential for adverse effects, there is now an urgent need to document better the safety of antiretroviral therapy.

This is certainly a difficult task, especially given that the available literature on potentially rare side effects relies mainly on retrospective and cohort studies. Moreover, the great heterogeneity in populations creates major difficulties in distinguishing the side effects of different classes of antiretroviral drugs from one another and from disease complications. Discriminating class-specific effects is indeed a problem, because current HAART regimens (and thus most of the available literature) are based on combination therapies, including reverse transcriptase inhibitors (RTIs). Ongoing studies comparing different single-class regimens might overcome this difficulty. In the meantime, class-specific adverse effects can reasonably be deduced from data from nonpregnant populations and the well documented effects of RTIs.6

Protease inhibitor regimens

Based on available data suggesting that transmission rates are similar in women with higher CD4+ T cell counts regardless of whether they receive monotherapy or HAART,4 the World Health Organization7 recommends both options, without stating any preference for one over the other. However, HAART has been the standard care in high-resource countries and its use for all women is programmatically appealing. The prolonged half-life of non-nucleoside RTIs makes them less suitable as part of a short course of treatment for prevention of mother-to-child transmission only.8 Triple nucleoside RTI regimens have showed similar transmission rates and better viral load suppression than PI-based HAART,9 but higher rates of treatment failure in nonpregnant women have been reported when the baseline viral load is >100,000 HIV RNA copies/mL plasma.10 Based on these data, the British HIV Association recommends that HAART, when indicated to prevent mother-to-child transmission, should be based on boosted PI, in the absence of specific contraindications.8

In the US, in utero exposure to PIs rose from 15% in 1997 to 86% in 2009.11 It was estimated that in 2009, in northern countries, 57.6% of regimens during pregnancy were based on ritonavir-boosted PIs (Abbott, North Chicago, IL, USA),12 and 79% of the children were exposed to a ritonavir-boosted PI regimen.11

In 2011, Griner et al11 used data from the Pediatric HIV/AIDS Cohort Study Surveillance Monitoring for ART Toxicities study, a US-based prospective cohort study of HIV-exposed but uninfected children, to assess temporal trends in the use of antiretroviral therapy during pregnancy. PIs were the most common class of drugs observed after triple nucleoside RTIs. The most common PI since 2007 has been lopinavir coformulated with ritonavir (Abbott). In 2009, lopinavir/ritonavir exposure was more than double that of the next most common PI, atazanavir (Bristol-Myers Squibb, New York City, NY, USA) at 55% versus 20%, respectively. Other PIs used included nelfinavir (Roche), the most common PI from 1998 to 2006, and indinavir (Merck, Whitehouse Station, NJ, USA), the second most common PI from 1998 to 2000. Use of amprenavir (GlaxoSmithKline, London, UK), fosamprenavir (GlaxoSmithKline), saquinavir (Roche), tipranavir (Boehringer Ingelheim, Ingelheim, Germany), and therapeutic doses of ritonavir were also reported. Ritonavir boosting was generally common in
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**Figure 1** Concerns raised by the use of protease inhibitors during pregnancy.
later years (Figure 2), although it varied according to the other drug.\textsuperscript{11}

**Maternal adverse effects**

**Development of viral resistance**

Current guidelines suggest that antiretroviral therapy should be discontinued after delivery if indicated solely for the prevention of mother-to-child transmission.\textsuperscript{8} However, significant concerns remain about the possible emergence of resistance and the limitation of future therapeutic options for women receiving short-term antiretroviral therapy. A recent study addressing this question reported no clinically significant resistance 4–8 weeks post partum in 40 women receiving PI-based HAART to prevent mother-to-child transmission.\textsuperscript{13} Similarly, no clinically significant drug resistance mutations were found a month after discontinuation of therapy in a subpopulation of the Mma Bana cohort.\textsuperscript{14}

The analysis by Briand et al of 1,116 women enrolled in the French National Agency for Research (ANRS) French Perinatal Cohort between 2005 and 2009 showed that PI-based combinations during pregnancy were not any less effective in women previously exposed to various regimens of antiretroviral prevention of mother-to-child transmission, compared with those receiving them for the first time.\textsuperscript{15} On the other hand, Ellis et al observed high resistance rates among women who stopped suppressive nelfinavir-based antiretroviral therapy after pregnancy.\textsuperscript{16} These results are limited by the size of the studies and the absence of data about either treatment adherence throughout pregnancy or the clinical significance of the resistance.

Considering their established immunovirologic efficacy, PI-based regimens are likely to prevent the emergence of resistance mutations. Although suboptimal therapy compliance may be partly responsible for resistance development, further studies are needed to investigate whether certain antiretroviral classes and regimens are superior to others in terms of risk of viral resistance.

**Maternal tolerability**

Although rarely severe, maternal adverse effects of antiretroviral therapy, mainly hepatic and hematologic, are not infrequent. Regardless of severity, better tolerability of antiretroviral regimens is crucial for improving adherence and immunovirologic efficacy. A recent study showed that the tolerability of antiretroviral regimens in pregnancy did not differ by class, but found differences between individual drugs. The PI that women found the least tolerable were nelfinavir.\textsuperscript{17}

Findings concerning hepatotoxicity in HIV-infected pregnant women are discordant and focus mainly on the severe side effects of nevirapine (Boehringer Ingelheim).\textsuperscript{18–20} High-dose ritonavir (1,200 mg/day) has been associated with an increased risk of hepatotoxicity compared with other antiretroviral regimens.\textsuperscript{21} However, high-dose ritonavir is no longer used as first-line treatment. Instead, because it is a potent inhibitor of cytochrome P450 3A4 metabolism, it is increasingly coadministered with other PIs, such as lopinavir, saquinavir, and indinavir, at a very low dose to improve bioavailability and prolong the elimination half-life of these drugs. This strategy makes dosing schedules easier to comply with and enhances efficacy.

In a cohort of nonpregnant patients reported by Sulkowski et al, grade 3 or 4 liver enzyme elevations were
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**Figure 2** Trends for in utero exposure to PI.

**Note:** Copyright © 2011, Mary Ann Liebert, Inc. publishers. Reproduced with permission from Griner R, Williams PL, Read JS, et al. In utero and postnatal exposure to antiretrovirals among HIV-exposed but uninfected children in the United States. *AIDS Patient Care STDS*. 2011;25(7):385–394.\textsuperscript{11}

**Abbreviation:** PI, protease inhibitor.
observed in 12% of patients starting their first PI-based antiretroviral therapy. Lopinavir/ritonavir was not associated with a significantly higher risk of hepatotoxicity compared with a nelfinavir-based regimen. Given our insufficient knowledge of the mechanisms of hepatotoxicity and in the absence of reassuring data, the role of PIs in this finding cannot be ruled out, and liver function should be monitored. Furthermore, it is often difficult to distinguish antiretroviral liver toxicity from pregnancy-related liver disorders.

Atazanavir use is also associated with an increased risk of elevated serum bilirubin as a result of uridine diphosphate glucuronosyl transferase 1A1 inhibition, which has also been reported, albeit to a lesser extent, with indinavir. Concerns have also been raised about an increased risk of kidney stones in patients receiving atazanavir, especially if associated with tenofovir.

### Pregnancy outcomes

#### Birth defects

Due to their high degree of plasma protein binding and their backward transport through P-glycoprotein, placental transfer of PIs is minimal or absent, although the level may differ according to the specific substance (Table 1). These findings have been confirmed by studies using an ex vivo placental perfusion model for lopinavir. Other ex vivo studies have showed that the clearance index is lowest for saquinavir, low for ritonavir, and higher for amprenavir. Likewise, in vivo studies have confirmed the minimal placental transfer of PIs except for atazanavir, which has been shown to cross the placenta.

Available data on teratogenicity has been gathered from various sources, including animal studies, therapeutic trials, cohort and surveillance studies, and the US Antiretroviral Pregnancy Registry. This registry was established in 1989 to collect data on birth defects after pregnancy exposures to antiretroviral therapy and conforms to FDA guidelines for pregnancy exposure registries. Its data can be considered robust and reliable.

Registry data indicate that the prevalence of birth defects for first trimester and overall prenatal exposure to lopinavir/ritonavir is similar to the population-based comparator rate of 2.67%. No pattern of birth defects suggestive of a common etiology has been seen. Similarly, according to a study funded by Bristol-Myers Squibb, the prevalence of birth defects for exposure to atazanavir during the first and the second/third trimester, as well as overall exposure, does not differ from the general population rate for birth defects.

However, the current absence of a statistically significant association between PI exposure and a higher birth defect

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FDA pregnancy category</th>
<th>Interpretation</th>
<th>PI</th>
<th>Placental transfer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Adequate, well controlled studies in pregnant women have not shown an increased risk of fetal abnormalities in the fetus in any trimester of pregnancy.</td>
<td>Ritonavir</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Animal studies have revealed no evidence of harm to the fetus; however, there are no adequate and well controlled studies in pregnant women. Or Animal studies have shown an adverse effect, but adequate and well-controlled studies in pregnant women have failed to demonstrate a risk to the fetus in any trimester.</td>
<td>Saquinavir</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Atazanavir</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nelfinavir</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Darunavir</td>
<td>ND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Animal studies have shown an adverse effect and there are no adequate and well controlled studies in pregnant women. Or No animal studies have been conducted and there are no adequate and well conducted studies in pregnant women.</td>
<td>Indinavir</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lopinavir</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fosamprenavir</td>
<td>ND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Amprenavir</td>
<td>ND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tipranavir</td>
<td>ND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Adequate well controlled or observational studies in pregnant women have demonstrated a risk to the fetus. However, the benefits of therapy may outweigh the potential risk.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>Adequate well controlled or observational studies in animals or pregnant women have demonstrated positive evidence of fetal abnormalities or risks. Use of the product is contraindicated in women who are or may become pregnant.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** ND, no data available; FDA, Food and Drug Administration; PI, protease inhibitor.
prevalence should be interpreted cautiously. Because these outcomes are rare, the reassuring data might result simply from the limited sample size. Given that the currently used PIs are in either FDA pregnancy category B or C (Table 1), monitoring the potential teratogenic effects of these drugs remains necessary.

Preterm birth

Although numerous studies have addressed the question of a potential association between PI-based HAART and preterm birth, it remains controversial. Since the first European study brought this issue to light in 2000, several others, emphasizing the role of PIs and early onset of therapy, have confirmed the risk.\(^{38-40}\) It has been hypothesized that the physiopathology of preterm birth in the context of PI-based HAART involves immune reconstitution with cytokine shifts that induce the premature onset of labor, rather than any fetal or uteroplacental cause.\(^{41,42}\) This mechanism might explain why the risk of preterm birth is highest when therapy onset is earliest. Another potential pathway is the impact on the maternal and fetal adrenal axes involved in spontaneous preterm delivery through disruption of the glucocorticoid metabolism induced by ritonavir-associated inhibition of cytochrome P450 2A4.\(^{43}\)

Another particularity of HAART regimens including PIs is that they were initially a preferential treatment for women with more advanced HIV disease, which in itself is a risk factor for preterm birth. This confounding element might thus account for (some of) the increased risk of prematurity observed in this group.

Studies addressing this problem of confounding by indication have reported no association between preterm birth and PI regimens,\(^{44}\) not even with early exposure to therapy.\(^{35,46}\) More recently a study based on the ANRS French Perinatal Cohort implicated ritonavir boosting. After adjusting for immunovirologic status and known risk factors, Sibiude et al showed that ritonavir-boosted PIs are associated with a higher risk of induced preterm birth and of maternal metabolic and vascular complications, compared with non-boosted PIs. No causal relation was established, but immune restoration cannot entirely explain this effect on induced preterm birth.\(^{47}\)

Evidently an answer to this question requires more data. Two randomized trials in limited-resource countries have taken important steps in this direction. The Kesho Bora study\(^{4}\) randomized 882 HIV-infected women with CD4+ T cell counts of 200–500 cells/mm\(^3\) to a PI-based regimen versus zidovudine with a single dose nevirapine at the onset of labor. Antiretroviral therapies (except for a single dose of nevirapine) began between 28 and 36 weeks of gestation. Preterm birth rates did not differ between the two groups. These results, however, were contradicted by those of the Mma Bana trial, which randomized 560 women with CD4+ T cell counts $\geq 200$ cells/mm\(^3\) to a PI-based regimen versus a triple nucleoside RTI regimen, both started during the third trimester of gestation. This study reported a higher risk of preterm birth in the PI group, but no increase in rates of infant hospitalization or mortality.\(^{48}\) The later start of HAART in the Kesho Bora study might explain this discrepancy.

Given the conflicting findings of the current studies, it is too early to rush into recommendations without validation from further research. It is currently estimated that for every 100 HIV transmissions prevented with HAART, rather than monotherapy, 63 additional preterm births occur, including 23 before 32 weeks of gestation.\(^{49}\) Interpretation of these findings requires additional information about the morbidity, mortality, and costs associated with these outcomes. Larger multisite international studies could shed further light on this important question.

Birth weight

Observational studies of varying levels of evidence report discordant data about the potential effect of PI-based regimens on birth weight. These discrepancies might be partly explained by the failure to discriminate between infants who are small-for-gestational age (SGA) and those with a low birth weight attributable to preterm birth.

Some authors report statistically significant SGA associated with HAART use (with or without PIs).\(^{50-52}\) Furthermore, in 2011, Parekh et al described an association between prepregnancy HAART continued throughout pregnancy (without specifying PI use) and very SGA neonates (less than the third percentile).\(^{53}\)

None of these studies implicated PIs directly, and more specific studies have reported no association between PI-based regimens and SGA.\(^{40,54,55}\) Likewise, the randomized Kesho Bora trial showed no significant increase in low (<2,500 g) or very low (<1,500 g) birth weights in the PI-based HAART arm.\(^{6}\) The results from the ANRS French Perinatal cohort also suggest that HAART during pregnancy does not increase the incidence of SGA infants.\(^{56}\)

In 2009, Ivanovic et al reported that birth weight <2,500 g is associated with the ratio of antiretroviral drug concentrations in maternal and cord plasma.\(^{57}\) In view of both this pharmacologic rationale and the low transplacental transfer of PIs (which implies low cord-to-maternal plasma ratios), an association between low birth weight and PI-based
regimens seems unlikely. These results suggest that PIs are not specifically associated with increased SGA, but this needs to be confirmed by further research.

Pre-eclampsia

The etiology of pre-eclampsia is multifactorial but the role of the immune system as a causal factor is now well established. Immune modifications induced by HIV might thus intervene in the development of pre-eclampsia. The significantly lower incidence of pre-eclampsia reported in untreated HIV-infected patients than in women treated with HAART led to the suggestion that the immune deficiency induced by HIV infection could prevent the development of pre-eclampsia, but that this “benefit” is lost with treatment. Other authors have proposed that HAART causes pre-eclampsia by a direct toxic effect on the liver that impairs the synthesis and secretion of retinol-binding proteins and leads to the reduced serum retinol concentrations that have been associated with pre-eclampsia.

Since then, contradictory data about this association have been reported. An adequately powered South African study showed no reduction in the risk of pre-eclampsia in untreated HIV patients, and a prospective Brazilian study reported a significantly lower rate of pre-eclampsia among treated (HAART or monotherapy) HIV-infected women compared with uninfected controls.

In contrast, Suy et al reported in 2006 that HIV infection treated with HAART before pregnancy was associated with a significantly higher risk of pre-eclampsia and fetal death and that this risk did not return to baseline with therapy, but actually increased. The relevance of these results is limited by the fact that odd ratios were not adjusted for baseline risk factors such as chronic hypertension or diabetes mellitus. More recently, two North American studies found no increase in the pre-eclampsia rates among treated (HAART or monotherapy) HIV-infected women, regardless of the type of therapy.

These discrepancies may be related to differences in the study populations and their underlying medical morbidities. Nonetheless, the inconsistency of the available results leaves immense uncertainty as to whether HIV lowers or increases the rate of pre-eclampsia and how antiretroviral therapy affects this rate. Further research is needed to answer this question, which might be addressed as a physiopathologic entity conjointly with other placental vascular complications, such as growth restriction.

Gestational diabetes mellitus

PIs have been associated with glucose and lipid metabolism abnormalities in nonpregnant populations, even in the absence of HIV infection. Several studies have demonstrated intraclass differences in the effect of PIs on glucose metabolism. Analysis of the PACTG 316 study revealed an increased risk of gestational diabetes mellitus in women receiving PI-based HAART before or early in pregnancy. Prospective studies have reported similar results. However, other authors have found no association between PI use and glucose intolerance in either retrospective studies or larger prospective trials.

It is thus too early to reach conclusions, and further investigations are needed to assess the association between PIs and gestational diabetes mellitus. In the meantime, pregnant women receiving PI regimens should be screened for gestational diabetes mellitus and monitored closely during pregnancy. On the other hand, in animal models, fetal and maternal exposure to lopinavir is reduced in subjects with gestational diabetes mellitus. If confirmed in humans, this drug-disease interaction reducing the bioavailability of lopinavir would have to be taken into account and exposure targets monitored carefully in women with gestational diabetes mellitus.

Uninfected children

Malignancies

Animal studies have found some antiretroviral drugs to be genotoxic, thus raising concerns about the carcinogenic potential of perinatal exposure to such therapy. Initial results from cohorts of antiretroviral-exposed children report a reassuring lack of malignancies. Although no current evidence suggests an increased risk of childhood malignancies, this risk cannot be ruled out, especially given that most of the published studies have investigated the relatively short-term effects of zidovudine. Longer follow-up of exposed and uninfected children until adulthood is needed, but might be very challenging. Collecting information by cross-checking databases is feasible and would be most valuable. Although adequate data discriminating between drug classes are unavailable, PIs appear unlikely to be carcinogenic; indeed, animal studies report nelfinavir, among other PIs, to have anticarcinogenic properties.

Neonatal hyperbilirubinemia

Atazanavir is the second most commonly used PI during pregnancy. It is known to cause serum bilirubin to rise by inhibiting uridine diphosphate glucuronosyltransferase 1A1, which indinavir also does, albeit to a lesser extent. Atazanavir use during pregnancy might therefore exacerbate physiologic hyperbilirubinemia in neonates and thus create the risk of
severe neurologic impairment. Recent studies report elevated serum bilirubin in neonates born to mothers treated with atazanavir. Whether this neonatal hyperbilirubinemia is due to placental transfer of unconjugated bilirubin from the mother or to the direct effect of transplacental atazanavir on fetal bilirubin metabolism is uncertain, but the cases reported were rarely clinically significant and never severe. These results are consistent with current guidelines, ie, atazanavir is now a preferred PI, which can be continued or initiated during pregnancy, but its use mandates close monitoring of bilirubin levels in mothers and their babies.

Hematologic abnormalities

A number of studies have reported subclinical hematologic abnormalities in uninfected infants exposed to both HIV and antiretroviral drugs. The duration of follow-up in these studies has varied, but generally anemia has seemed to be transient, whereas neutropenia and lymphopenia have been more prolonged. These abnormalities appear to be negatively related to the duration of exposure, and in utero exposure to combination treatment, compared with monotherapy, was associated with greater depletion than monotherapy. Combination antiretroviral therapy contained a PI in 19% of cases, although the analysis did not consider the composition of the combination.

The clinical significance of these findings is unclear, but further monitoring of antiretroviral therapy-related hematopoietic effects is needed. Complementary research is needed to determine the mechanisms of these effects and whether they are class-dependent.

Adrenal dysfunction

A recent retrospective cross-sectional analysis of the database from the French national screening for congenital adrenal hyperplasia and the ANRS French Perinatal Cohort shows that newborns exposed in utero to lopinavir/ritonavir and receiving it as a postnatal treatment were more likely than those receiving zidovudine to have transient adrenal dysfunction with increased 17-OH progesterone levels. Further studies are needed to test the hypothesis of whether lopinavir/ritonavir acts as an inhibitor of adrenal steroid synthesis in fetuses and newborns.

Conclusion

This review regarding the adverse effects of PIs during pregnancy highlights the many areas in which discrepancies exist or data are lacking. We must acknowledge that this is a synthetic and not systematic review, and does not apply the specific methodology for systematic reviews or meta-analyses. The increasing exposure to antiretroviral therapy, including HAART, in resource-poor countries, calls for a thorough assessment. In these settings, large randomized prospective trials have shed light upon such disputed questions as growth restriction and preterm birth. Such trials might be the key to improving our knowledge of the safety of antiretroviral drugs, as their power and design might make it possible to discriminate class-related adverse effects, which are a major concern. This issue was appropriately addressed in the French ANRS 135 PRIMEVA trial, the preliminary results of which were presented at the 2011 Conference on Retroviruses and Opportunistic Infections. In this Phase II/III multicenter trial performed in France, untreated pregnant women with a baseline viral load <30,000 copies/mL and CD4+ T ≥350 cells/µL were randomized to receive one of two possible treatments from 26 weeks of gestation to delivery: open-label lopinavir/ritonavir 400/100 mg twice daily alone (monotherapy group, n = 69) or combined with zidovudine/lamivudine 300/150 mg twice daily (triple therapy group, n = 36). The ongoing analyses within this trial to evaluate the potential benefits of nucleoside-sparing in terms of toxicity could help to isolate the specific effects of PIs.

Assessing the safety of PIs and antiretroviral drugs in general needs further and longer-term monitoring. Because such adverse effects are likely to be rare and might occur later in childhood, establishing registries in resource-poor countries and maintaining participation in existing ones is crucial. At this time, based on what we now know, the benefits of PI-based HAART regimens far outweigh the potential side effects. Most PIs can be considered safe for use during pregnancy, although precautions need to be taken with certain patients and newer substances.
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